UL Listed Aspirating Smoke Detection (ASD) Pipe from Viking makes installation and maintenance easy

Viking’s UL Listed Aspirating Smoke Detection (ASD) Pipe is manufactured and distributed to follow strict specifications in accordance with NFPA 72, chapter 17. The pipe is available from Viking SupplyNet in lengths of 10 and 15 feet. The pipe reads “Smoke detector sampling tube” so that it can be distinguished from other CPVC pipe. These clear markings indicate its use for easy installation and maintenance! Viking’s ASD CPVC Sample Pipe is delivered in color coded bags to easily distinguish from other CPVC pipe.

UL Listed, pre-labeled for NFPA 72 requirements, and produced at an ISO 9001 certified facility in the United States, BlazeMaster® compounds set the standard for CPVC performance and acceptance.

Part Numbers
10 ft pipe: 25676, 15 ft pipe: 25676-10

Viking, a trusted brand for fire protection solutions for over 100 years, and BlazeMaster®, the proven leader in CPVC technology, combine to deliver the highest quality CPVC pipe and fittings for aspirating smoke detectors.